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Proof that less (layers) is more (secure)
Enterprise information security is a never-ending battle against constantly evolving threats.
Attackers are increasingly sophisticated and their attack vectors are always changing. The threat
landscape is expanding, with new devices joining corporate networks every day. One solution
to this security challenge is to embrace the Apple platform and take advantage of the native
Apple security frameworks. For a modern, mobile workforce, this allows for good device security
without compromising on the user experience.
The four pillars of mobile security
Securing a mobile computer—whether a

To implement good security reliably throughout
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an organization, three additional capabilities are

attention to four key areas:
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1. D
 ata at rest—Securing data on a device
2. D ata in transit—Securing data as it moves
over a network connection to the device
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• Device management—Deployment, application
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• R eporting—Inventory of all devices and
their configuration
•A
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to security standards and tools to remediate
as needed
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4. P atching—Since the dawn of computing, all
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Conclusion
Implementing good security practices does not have to be a complex, burdensome
process. Over the past decade, Apple built a rich ecosystem of devices, software,
and services that offer the best user experience for personal computing. At the
same time, the native security controls included with Apple operating systems
provide a truly enterprise-grade security framework. When paired with an Applefocused management tool like the Casper Suite, the Apple ecosystem represents
the best experience for end-users and IT security staff alike.

To learn more about Apple native security controls
and the Casper Suite tools, visit
www.jamfsoftware.com/security
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